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Who owns underground space?
Liberal western democracies are unthinkable without property rights
and it is either a legal or an economics perspective, or both, that
dominate the discussion about property rights.

Part of Private Law, Property Law is concerned with relationships
over things often involving ownership of things and the rights the
flow from that ownership (Fisher et al. 2019). Property rights are a
social institution limiting for example the rights of access to a
resource.
In English law there is no such thing as absolute ownership of land.
Instead all land is held from the crown by tenure. For instance,
unmined gold, silver and uranium belong to the crown as well as oil,
gas and coal.

Click to watch video

Without using or exploiting underground space and resources, the world we live in would not be possible. Without iron ore there is no iron, without coal or gas there would have been no largescale
industrialisation, without oil no plastics, without silicon no smartphone, without underground train systems no fast transport across the world’s largest metropoles. And in many areas of the world,
without access to groundwater, life and settlements would not be possible. Underground space also plays a huge and important role in our cultural lives. The wall paintings of Lascaux are in a cave,
humans settled underground and still today for instance people in Coober Pedy, Australia live partially in caves known for their constant temperature. In many cultures we bury our ancestors
underground or in catacombs, underground is almost synonymous with criminal activity, people hide underground during wars either to protect or to escape from the enemy and hell is of course a
place underground. The purpose of this article is to introduce the topic and to ask what the current situation of underground space governance and regulation in the UK using key themes and
aspects related to underground space, such as property rights, regulation, fracking and nuclear waste disposal.
The question therefore is: how can an improved and sustainable governance of underground spaces in the UK be ensured?

Water and underground
Water and underground share a special relationship as water
infrastructure is mostly hidden underground.

Arising issues:
1) Increasing population = increasing water demand
2) True amount of water in aquifers can at best be estimated
3) Carbon Capture and Storage or fracking require huge amounts

of water

Gray & Gray (2009: 51) say that it is ‘surprising the English property
law remains relatively uncertain or incoherent in its conceptual
treatment of the increasingly valuable resource of water. Although
the ownership of water promises to become one of the critical
questions of the 21st century, English law persists in regarding
water as incapable of being owned.’

However, since 1963, abstraction licences regulate how much water
can be taken from water resources.

Click to watch video

Planning and underground space
With the exception of nationally significant infrastructure projects such as power
stations, transport schemes and national parks, planning in the UK falls under the
responsibility of local government and is hence fragmented. Strategic regional planning
was abolished in 2011.

‘The current governance of subsurface space in England is largely sectoral and project
centred rather than based on the premise to control all activities in a given volume. …
However, each aspect is addressed separately and the interdependencies dealt with in
a particular application are restricted to already existing or planned activities in the
project vicinity. The effect of the individual regulations on plan making from the outset
seems to be limited.’ (von der Tann et al. 2018: 34)

The Netherlands are the first country in the world to publish a national planning
strategy for the subsurface and Helsinki in Finland is also at the forefront of
underground regulation and governance. The city produced an Underground Master
Plan which came into force in 2010.

Click to watch video

Underground and fracking
As of November 2019, there is a moratorium on fracking in England.
Fracking in England turns out to be a prime example of why a better
regulation of underground space is necessary. It shows the
interconnectedness of underground-related issues:
- it is seen as either or both bridging and future energy provider,
- there is evidence that it may contaminate groundwater,
- it is an example of the tension between central and local

government in England regarding planning,
- it is a legal issue as fracking companies were able to invoke pre-

emptive injunctions against protesters,
- and it is generally speaking an environmental protection issue as

protests could be observed across all test drilling sites fearing
implications for the local environment, biodiversity and water
contamination.

Click to watch video

Underground and the future: nuclear waste storage

Faced with the closure of nuclear power plants for
political reasons, because they have reached the end of
their lifecycle or do not comply with security standards,
a wave of high-level radioactive waste is coming
towards countries like France, Germany and the UK.
Altman (2019) calls the process of leaving behind the
toxic legacies by one generation for its successors
‘time-bombing’. Nuclear technology introduced a new
kind of legacy, one read into the body and carried there
through time.

The UK is looking for a Geological Disposal Facility at
the moment (but not for the first time) and the siting
process is open. It is expected to take 15 to 20 years.

Click to watch video

Conclusion
Underground spaces are often out of sight, while other underground
spaces, especially those for transport are in plain sight and used by
millions every day. Yet from those ‘hidden’ underground spaces come
the materials that make our modern life possible. Rare earths for
smartphones and computers, oil and gas to provide electricity, petrol
and plastic, the artefact of our times. And of course groundwater for
public water supply. Hence, because materials and resources
extracted from the underground feature in so many products we
should pay more attention to underground space and how we use and
govern it making sure to avoid the mistakes we made and still make
governing materials and resources above ground.
The underground is humanity’s archive, the treasure trove for
archaeologists. In future years, centuries and millennia, when
archaeologists want to find out about the living conditions, culture and
artefacts we used, they will dig underground. Hence, casting back
from the future to the present, we could ask ourselves what is it that
we want them to find.
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